Physiology and clinical applications of hand muscle reflexes.
Hand muscle reflexes to stretch or electric stimulation of mixed nerves consist of two main components, the short latency reflex (SLR, M1) or Hoffmann reflex (HR) and the long latency reflex (LLR, M2). The SLR is most likely a spinal, monosynaptic reflex and all the evidence presently available supports a transcortical pathway of the LLR. Investigations in normal subjects demonstrate that the LLR is a reflex mediated by fast conducting muscle and cutaneous afferents. Group II muscle afferents do not significantly contribute to this reflex and it cannot be explained by repetitive excitation of spinal oligosynaptic pathways. These findings should not be uncritically generalized to other muscle groups, because the central and peripheral mechanisms apparently differ according to the body region and mode of stimulation. The LLR of hand muscles is most likely involved in skillful movements of the fingers. It is believed to assist rapid compensatory responses to unexpected disturbances. In addition to the main component of the LLR, which is called LLR II, the study of electrically elicited thenar reflexes following stimulation of the median nerve disclosed further LLR components, the LLR I and the LLR III. The latter reflexes are rarely seen in normal subjects but have a significance in several diseases. Several abnormalities could be demonstrated in different diseases. Enhanced HR and reduced LLR are found in spasticity of various origin. Enhanced LLR I are frequently seen in Parkinson's disease, essential tremor and reflex myoclonus. Absent or reduced LLR II is found in Huntington's disease and in different focal brain lesions but not in symptomatic choreatic syndromes of other origin. Delayed latencies of the LLR II or absent LLR II have been described in multiple sclerosis. Enhanced LLR III may occur in cerebellar diseases. The method to elicit LLR of thenar muscles by electric stimulation may prove to be useful for clinical neurophysiology.